Molecular dynamics simulation of the folding of single alkane chains with different lengths on single-walled carbon nanotubes and graphene.
Chain folding is an important step during polymer crystallization. In order to study the effects of the surface on chain folding, molecular dynamics simulations of the folding of different alkane chains on three kinds of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) and graphene were performed. The folding behaviors of the single alkane chains on these surfaces were found to be different from their folding behaviors in vacuum. The end-to-end distances of the chains were calculated to explore the chain folding. An increasing tendency to fold into two or more stems with increasing alkane chain length was observed. This result indicates that the occurrence and the stability of chain folding are related to the surface curvature, the diameter of the SWCNT, and surface texture. In addition, the angle between the direction of the alkane chain segment and the direction of the surface texture was measured on different surfaces.